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Overview

Over the course of an 8-week program hosted at
Michigan State University, we conducted research
in the field of Combinatorial Neural Codes.

Our goal was to expand upon the research done
by Gross, Obatake, and Youngs into the class-
fication of k-inductively pierced codes. We ap-
proached this problem from a variety of view
points, using both coding and proofs to attempt
to further the result.

Introduction

Place neurons become active when an animal enters
a particular location in its environment, known as a
place field. A combinatorial neural code C is a subset
of {0, 1}n which encodes the firing pattern of some
n neurons in order to gain a better understanding
of the behavior of place neurons.

Combinatorial neural codes can be represented with
an Euler Diagram, which is a generalization of a
Venn Diagram. With Euler diagrams, if curves can
be removed in such a way that each curve that is
removed is a j-piercing for j ≤ k, then we call the
diagram k-inductively pierced.

Figure 1: Euler Diagram on 3 Neurons

Background - Toric Ideals

Let C = {c1, . . . , ck} be a neural code on n neu-
rons. Define the surjective homomorphism πC :
C[tc1, . . . , tck] → C[x1, . . . , xn] by πC(tci) = xci.
Then the toric ideal of C, IC, is the kernel of πC.

Background - Gröbner Basis

Given an ideal, I, in a polynomial ring, there exists
a finite set of polynomials that generate the ideal. A
Gröbner basis, G, is a set of generating polynomials
for an ideal, I, such that the initial terms of those
polynomials generate the initial ideal of I.

A reduced Gröbner basisG has the property that no
term in the initial ideal of G divides any term of a
polynomial in G and has all initial coefficients equal
to 1. A Universal Gröbner basis is a generating set
of IC that is a Gröbner basis for every weight order.

External Codes

Theorem

Let D be an external Euler diagram with corre-
sponding code C. Then the set {tca − tcbtcd|ca =
cb + cd for ca, cb, cd ∈ C} is exactly the set of
indispensable binomials of IC.

For 1-inductively pierced external diagrams, this set
is also a generating set for IC.

Theorem

Let G = (V,E) be the graph corresponding to
a 1-inductively pierced external code C. In the
Universal Gröbner basis of the toric ideal of the
diagram, there are ∑

v∈V
d(v)

2
 polynomials of the

form p = tcatcb − tcdtcf for ci ∈ C and ca + cb =
cd + cf .

For external codes, we know the exact number of
polynomials of this form in our toric ideal.

Internal Codes

Figure 2: Euler Diagram for an Internal Code

Theorem

For a 1-inductively pierced diagram that builds
internally and has one curve piercing all others
with a global curve encompassing the diagram,
any weight vector gives a universal Gröbner basis
that is the set B = {t1,jtk − t1,ktj | 2 ≤ j ≤
n, 2 ≤ k ≤ n, j 6= k}.
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